DIY-Service

Alegra Spare Parts

In addition to the W&H Service you also have the
opportunity to maintain your Alegra turbines and
contra-angle handpieces yourself and to carry out
minor repairs quickly and professionally on-site.
Regular on-site maintenance extends the service life
of your turbines and contra-angle handpieces and
reduces downtimes.
Do it yourself
Take a look at our Alegra spare parts overview and
follow our video tutorials on our W&H Video Channel.

BC

RM

Coupling seal
BC
REF 01000700
RM
REF 02207300

Short nozzle cleaner
for turbine, contra-angle
and straight handpieces
REF 02015101

Rotor with hexagon wrench
for TE-98 LQ, TE-98,
TE-98 BC, TE-98 RM
REF 06787500
for TE-97 LQ, TE-97,
TE-97 BC, TE-97 RM
REF 07234100
for TE-95 RM
REF 07495400

O-ring set
for Roto Quick couplings
REF 07508900

Torque wrench
for replacing the rotor
REF 07508800

Tool kit for replacing
of contra-angle heads
REF 07550300

Water filter with resuction stop
for BC connections
REF 07092500
for RM connections
REF 07095500

PLEASE NOTE!
Tools: For your own safety
and the safety of your patients,
please always order the
compatible tools to carry out
the repair in good quality.

Generator
for RQ-53
REF 06840300
for RQ-54
REF 06793000

Push-button
for TE-95 RM, TE-95 VC,
TE-98, TE-98 RM, TE-98 BC
REF 06641900
for TE-97, TE-97 RM, TE-97 BC
REF 07548000

Contra-angle head
for WE-56
REF 07549900
for WE-57
REF 07550000
for WE-66
REF 07550100

Original Spare parts:
The medical device loses its CE
conformity if repairs are carried
out with a non-original spare
part. The use of non-original
spare parts does not meet the
high W&H quality standards.
Safe use and a long product life
can no longer be guaranteed.

Pictures are for illustrative purposes only. Additional equipment
and accessories shown are not included as standard.
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